‘Wii-habilitation’ and robotic exoskeletons: technology in physiotherapy

Abstract
For mobility-impaired patients, gait retraining is an integral part of the rehabilitation programme. Manual assisted body weight support treadmill training (BWSTT) has been a major focus of research and is considered one of the primary methods of gait retraining. In recent years the focus of research has shifted to robotic assisted treadmill training, which is as efficacious as manual assisted BWSTT but is considered more cost-effective with respect to personnel and labour. The Lokomat® is a machine that provides robotic assisted treadmill training by means of a robotic gait orthosis, body weight support system and treadmill. Manufactured by Hocoma in Switzerland, it has been the subject of intense media attention since it was introduced to the US in 2001. Similar attention has been given to the Nintendo Wii™ gaming system for its potential role in rehabilitation. Although not specifically designed for use in the medical arena, the Nintendo Wii™ has been linked with functional rehabilitation benefits in a variety of patient groups. The aim of this paper is to review the clinical applications of the Lokomat® and Nintendo Wii™, and to provide an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages associated with each as a physiotherapy modality in rehabilitation.
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Introduction

Almost 650 million people around the world live with a disability, most of whom require ongoing and intensive physiotherapy and rehabilitation. The most common neurological causes of debilitation include stroke, Parkinson’s disease, cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis and spinal cord injury. The figures for each of these diseases are striking. In the United States there are 5.5 million stroke survivors, the majority of whom suffer with a stroke-related permanent disability. This can cost up to $140,000 in healthcare per patient over the course of their lifetime. Parkinson’s disease affects more than one million people in the US, at least four million people worldwide, and approximately 7,000 people in Ireland. An estimated 8,000 babies will be affected by cerebral palsy this year, and approximately 800,000 people have the condition in the US. Multiple sclerosis is one of the most common causes of neurological debilitation, affecting more than 30 per 100,000 of the population in the US. Finally, the incidence of spinal cord injury in the US is estimated at 40 per million, with approximately 12,000 new cases annually.

Patients suffering from these neurological conditions generally experience impairments with balance and proprioception, cardiovascular fitness, co-ordination, motor control, sensation and muscle strength. All of these compromise an independent lifestyle and limit self efficacy, mobility and participation in an active social life. Therefore, rehabilitation that optimises functional capabilities and can return some ambulatory independence is of the utmost importance. Studies have shown that rehabilitation that is intensive, repetitive and task specific can enhance neuro-plasticity and improve motor performance in patients with neurological or orthopaedic lesions. Unfortunately, the high costs of rehabilitation limit its application in the clinical setting. However, many of these techniques can become automated due to their repetitive and mechanical nature, which would make them ideal candidates for technological innovations that play an ever increasing role in rehabilitation.

The restoration of gait is often one of the primary goals in rehabilitation of patients with injury to their neurological system. Gait retraining is based on activating the plasticity of the nervous system. The afferent receptors of the lower limbs are stimulated, which then generates the necessary sensory feedback to train the central pattern generators in the spinal cord that seem to regulate locomotion. Exercise such as BWSTT involves the gait rehabilitation of the patient on a moving treadmill, while strapped into a harness suspended over the machine, providing support to their trunk. It is vital to the production of neurotrophin 3 (NT3) and BDNF (brain derived neurotrophic factor), which are believed to play an integral role in synaptic plasticity. The exercise of practising a gait cycle on the treadmill results in the generation of sensory feedback and production of the aforementioned factors. Manual assisted BWSTT has also proven to be beneficial to a patient’s progress. This technique is similar to BWSTT, with the added component of at least two therapists, who assist in manually moving the patient’s limbs in a physiologically correct gait pattern, as the treadmill is in operation. A primary advantage of this method is that little or no ambulatory function is required by the patient to begin gait retraining, leading to improvements in overground gait such as symmetry, endurance and speed post stroke, and an increase in motor impairment and balance scores. These improvements have also been maintained at six months following locomotor rehabilitation.

Unfortunately, manual assist BWSTT is limited by high operating costs and a risk of injury to therapists, and is not consistent in delivering a repetitive gait pattern.

Lokomat®

The introduction of the Lokomat® has been greeted with widespread enthusiasm since this operating system is expected to overcome the shortcomings of BWSTT. Manufactured in Switzerland by Hocoma AG, the Lokomat® consists of a robotic gait orthosis, a body weight support system and a treadmill.

The patient’s legs are strapped into a motorised exoskeleton, which then simulates walking by generating passively guided and symmetrical lower extremity trajectories that are consistent with a typical physiological gait pattern. The reproduced movements include inter-limb co-ordination and gait cycle timing (stance versus swing phase). The software incorporated into the Lokomat® is the distinguishing feature of this machine as it allows precise adjustments of gait pattern as required by the patient. It also maintains constant supervision of the interaction between the patient and the treadmill by means of force transducers placed at each hip and knee. Patient motivation is provided by both the physiotherapist and a screen mounted at eye level that provides an estimate of performance and encourages a reduction in performance error. The body weight support system used by the Lokomat® is called the ‘Levi’, which is influenced by various fluctuations in order to encourage a more physiological and vertical gait. This weight support allows the patient to train at higher speeds, which may accelerate recovery.

The Lokomat® differs from other gait retraining technologies in that it provides the level of support necessary to begin training at the earliest possible stage. This is particularly important for recovery in stroke patients.

The Lokomat® increases the duration of the gait retraining session, minimises the labour-intensive assistance provided by the physiotherapists and reduces the number of personnel required. Depending on how often it is used, it also has the capacity to allow the patient to be as active as possible throughout the therapy session, which can maximise the activity-dependant plasticity of the spinal cord. Improvements have also been recorded in patients’ cardiorespiratory function, bone density, and even bowel motility and tissue health.

There are currently two Lokomats® in operation in Ireland, one at the National Rehabilitation Hospital in Dublin and the second at the First Steps Rehabilitation Clinic in Limerick. Although the settings are different, the physiotherapists using these machines have unanimously supported the use of Lokomat® as a vital component in their neuro-rehabilitation programme. Disadvantages of the Lokomat® include limitations placed on the upper extremities, pelvis and trunk, which may alter the muscular work required for propulsion and, in turn, lead to a reduced metabolic cost of the exercise. The reduction in the metabolic cost of the exercise...
limits the aerobic benefits that the patient may gain from it. The passive guidance provided by the Lokomat® is a vital component in the initial stages of gait retraining. The patient’s limbs are controlled by the robotic exoskeletons, which ‘passively guide’ the limbs through a physiological gait pattern. However, this assistance may compromise motor learning due to the lack of ‘error signals’ experienced throughout the gait cycle, thus leading to excessive hip abduction. In other words, the patient does not experience the feeling of mistakes during their training session, and their learning may therefore be limited. Despite these limitations, the feedback from researchers, physiotherapists and patients has been positive. Patients have reported that the functional gains achieved over the course of their treatment have made a dramatic difference to their daily lives. The official launch of the Lokomat® at the First Steps Rehabilitation Clinic took place on September 14, 2009. Already, the positive effects, both physical and psychological, can be seen in the patients who have used it. In the future, the Lokomat® could potentially be used in conjunction with other therapies to assist in the recovery of a variety of dysfunctions.

**Nintendo Wii™**

Virtual reality (VR) technology has been used for several years for psychosocial purposes, but interest has now increased in the role that VR technology and gaming may play in the treatment of people with physical disabilities. The interactive rehabilitation exercise programme (IREX), which uses motion capture technology, illustrates the application of a VR system designed specifically for rehabilitation. Unfortunately, this and other VR systems designed for this purpose are either expensive or not commercially available. Focus has therefore shifted to the use of low cost gaming systems as a method of performing task-specific and repetitive exercises in a physiotherapy programme. Of emerging interest is a system that bears no resemblance to the Lokomat® but has found a role as a rehabilitation platform. The Nintendo Wii™ gaming system has been shown to encourage a task-specific, repetitive exercise programme and has already been trialled in many rehabilitation clinics since it was introduced in November 2006. The Wii™ offers a low cost, commercially available alternative to VR and its application may prove to be useful across a variety of medical disciplines. The Wii™ is unique among other gaming systems in that it is based on motion and a spatially sensitive wireless controller, which uses accelerometers in three axes and an infrared sensor bar to recognise and interpret gestures in the environment. The system provides rich multi-sensory feedback such as auditory, haptic and visual components that are often lacking in other VR systems. The Wii Sports™ programme incorporates five different sports activities: tennis; bowling; baseball; golf; and, boxing. In order to play each game, the player needs to respond with specific physical movements that are translated to the movements of the player on screen. These movements are similar to those prescribed in physiotherapy exercises and have a beneficial effect on balance, arm movement, hand–eye co-ordination and posture. This was confirmed by a study at Longwood University that investigated the use of Wii™ in the rehabilitation of arthritis patients. They found that the Wii™ can be a beneficial part of exercise since it employs similar movements to conventional rehabilitation exercises. Physiotherapists in England are also using the Wii™ in the treatment of burns patients to improve flexibility during recovery.

The Wii Fit Balance Board™ has also been used in the treatment of patients with neurological disorders and lower limb amputations. This system incorporates a touch sensitive board into the original console and controller version. The player stands on the board, which detects slight changes in movement and pressure, and allows for the participation of the player in games such as yoga and skiing. Studies are currently underway to assess the role of the Wii Fit Balance Board™ in the reduction of falls and increased confidence in the elderly. Wii Fit™ games are also physically strenuous, which may have a positive impact on a patient’s aerobic health, and levels of obesity and inactivity in children. They also allow the patient to play the game in either the sitting or standing positions, which encourages the participation of wheelchair users. A Nintendo Wii™ is now regularly being used in Hospital Z, St James’s Hospital in Dublin. It is used primarily in the rehabilitation of stroke patients, the majority of whom seem to enjoy the games while simultaneously receiving rehabilitation benefits. According to Sinead Coleman, Senior Physiotherapist in Care of the Elderly,
Rehabilitation Unit at St James’s Hospital, the boxing and bowling games are the most popular, and also the most efficacious in improving balance, trunk control and general upper extremity movements. Scope for the Wii™ to gain a permanent position in conventional rehabilitation programmes remains unclear. In its favour, many studies conclude that the majority of long-term rehabilitation patients spend a significant amount of time in inactive situations without directed or self-directed exercise. Despite its emerging popularity, current research suggests that the Wii™ is not a suitable replacement for more conventional therapies. Despite its emerging popularity, current research suggests that the Wii™ is not a suitable replacement for more conventional therapies. The movements incorporated by patients while playing the Wii™ are generally more complex than those in a conventional physiotherapy programme. This can complicate attempts to standardise a treatment regimen since patients would perform their programmes and encourage continued use in their homes. Despite its emerging popularity, current research suggests that the Wii™ may be a useful method of optimising the visual perception, postural control and functional mobility of certain patients. As a means of therapy it is considerably cost-effective, requiring only one physiotherapist to supervise, which depends on the patient, and has a multi-player option. The Wii™ appeals to a broad demographic of people and patients generally report that they enjoy playing the games, which may increase compliance with their programmes and encourage continued use in their homes. Therefore, the Wii™ may be a useful method of optimising the visual perception, postural control and functional mobility of certain patients. As a means of therapy it is considerably cost-effective, requiring only one physiotherapist to supervise, which depends on the patient, and has a multi-player option. The Wii™ appeals to a broad demographic of people and patients generally report that they enjoy playing the games, which may increase compliance with their programmes and encourage continued use in their homes. Despite its emerging popularity, current research suggests that the Wii™ is not a suitable replacement for more conventional therapies. The movements incorporated by patients while playing the Wii™ are generally more complex than those in a conventional physiotherapy programme. This can complicate attempts to standardise a treatment regimen since patients would perform different motions using different amounts of force. Wii™ Fit games include a number of built-in levels of difficulty. It is not possible to adjust these levels, which may rule out the participation of certain patients. There have also been reports of injuries received while playing the Wii™, such as patellar dislocation, which indicates the need for proper safety precautions. Although the Wii™ certainly allows for more diversity and variety within therapy, further research needs to be done to fully assess its effects with specific patient groups and to standardise a method of playing.

Conclusion
Physiotherapy practices are constantly evolving in conjunction with advances in technology, ultimately producing new ideas and equipment that enhance the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions such as the Lokomat® and the Nintendo Wii™. There are many benefits attributed to the Lokomat®, although the long-term effects of its use remain unclear. Despite limitations such as restriction of movement and alteration of muscle work patterns, the Lokomat® allows patients to execute practised movements in a consistent manner, reduces staffing demands and may prevent injury to therapists. The use of the Nintendo Wii™ in physiotherapy adds excitement and a unique stimulus to rehabilitation. It is capable of providing similar benefits to VR rehabilitation but without the associated cost and complications. Although not suitable for every patient, the Wii™ has the potential to assist in the rehabilitation of patients with physical and possibly cognitive impairments. Overall, these new modalities offer a promising new direction for rehabilitation and will hopefully promote the continued integration of technology into physiotherapy. Further research is necessary to better understand the long-term efficacy of the Lokomat® and the Nintendo Wii™, but the field of rehabilitation technology is likely to expand in the near future and maybe even make rehabilitation fun.
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